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As the threats from drones, unmanned aircrafts and Anti-Tank Guided 

Missiles (ATGMs) proliferate, so does the need to defend against them. 

Israel’s RADA Electronic Industries (RADA) was the first mover in mini 

tactical radars that form part of defense systems tracking and neutralizing 

incoming threats. With combat experience, a successful track record and a 

presence in the US, RADA is well placed to transition from supplying the 

US and other militaries under urgent operational need programs, to longer-

term and more sizeable production programs. RADA’s PEG ratio of 0.88x is 

at a 44% discount to peers despite significantly higher growth 

expectations. In our view a PEG of 1.2x or $10 per share would better 

reflect the 32.1% CAGR in EPS from 2020–24e.  

Year end 
Revenue 

($m) 
PBT* 
($m) 

EPS* 
(c) 

DPS 
(c) 

P/E 
(x) 

Yield 
(%) 

12/18 28.0 1.1 4.4 0.0 164.5 N/A 

12/19 44.3 (1.1) (2.0) 0.0 N/A N/A 

12/20e 71.6 5.4 12.4 0.0 58.4 N/A 

12/21e 107.4 11.2 25.7 0.0 28.3 N/A 

Note: *PBT and EPS are normalized, excluding amortization of acquired intangibles, 
exceptional items and share-based payments.  

A leading player in a nascent market 

Integration into the US Marine Corps’ and US Army’s short-range air defense 

systems and modernization of the US Army’s Bradley Fighting Vehicle is validation 

of RADA’s technology and commercial expertise. This was further illustrated in July 

2020 with the US Army announcement that RADA’s radars are to be incorporated in 

counter-small unmanned aircraft systems interim solutions. The market is in its 

infancy and successful execution in these early projects should help secure RADA’s 

position as vendor of choice in best-of-breed solutions.  

Backlog underpins confidence in growth prospects 

We expect 61% revenue growth in 2020 following 58% in 2019. Our confidence in 

current year forecasts is underpinned by new orders announced of $49m in H120, 

normally fulfilled within six to nine months. With $32.6m in revenues in H120, our 

$71.6m full year forecast appears undemanding. In 2021 we expect revenue 

growth of 50%; the backlog includes contracts with the US Marine Corps (USMC), 

the US Army and the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). 

Valuation: Still not reflecting potential 

RADA shares have risen by an impressive 5.2x since January 2017 and the 2020 

P/E and EV/EBITDA multiples appear full (58x and 39x, respectively) as RADA 

moved to profitability in 2020. However, the PEG ratio is just 0.88x, a 44% discount 

to the peer group’s 1.57x despite our forecast five-year EPS CAGR of 32.1%, a 

67% premium to the peers. We believe a PEG of 1.2x is more appropriate 

suggesting a share price of $10. Our DCF model supports this valuation based on 

our forecast revenue growth and EBITDA margin expansion assumptions.  
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Investment summary 

Unique exposure to an emerging niche 

Mini tactical radars are an integral part of anti-drone and missile protection systems, a high growth, 

emerging niche within defense and security markets. Protection from unmanned aircraft systems 

(UAS) and protection of combat vehicles from ATGMs (also known as Active Protection Systems – 

APS) is an urgent priority for the US Army and other global armed forces. RADA’s combat 

experience, US presence, multi-integrator sales strategy and technical advantages ensure it is well 

positioned to participate in US Department of Defense (DoD) programs, which should translate into 

sizeable, consistent order flow if won. The counter UAS and APS markets are in their infancies and 

successful execution of these early projects should secure RADA’s position as vendor of choice in 

best-of-breed solutions. 

RADA is an Israel based pioneer in the mini tactical radar market and recorded initial revenues in 

this business segment in 2017. This emerging segment of the global defense electronics market is 

estimated by the company at $5bn. Although sizeable, it is still niche in the context of the $1.8tn 

global defense industry and explains why RADA’s main competitors include IAI Elta (a government-

owned Israeli company) and a handful of US (eg SRC) and other companies, rather than the tier 

one defense contractors such as Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and BAE 

Systems. 

Military and non-military drivers 

Two of the US Army’s six major modernization priorities are in RADA’s domain: next generation 

combat vehicles and air and missile defense, with total spending of over $24bn expected by 2024. 

RADA radars are already integrated into the defense systems of the US Army Stryker for short-

range air defense and are planned to be incorporated into the Bradley armored fighting vehicle for 

APS. The recent US Army announcement (July 2020) that RADA radars have been selected to be 

incorporated in the counter-small UAS interim solutions implies further contract wins. Aside from the 

US Army, the USMC and IDF are customers as well as other global armed forces and integrators. 

Modernizing existing fleets of combat vehicles with APS (predominantly in the US and Israel) will 

drive near-term revenue growth, however the process of replacing the installed base of combat 

vehicles in several Western armies is gathering pace. For example, the US Army plans to award the 

first contract for next-generation prototypes in 2021 with a program budget of $45bn. Aside from the 

protection of combat vehicles, there is potential for RADA products to be used in the defense of 

mobile military forces, stationary military bases and national borders; these would require 

significantly more radars than the four deployed on each combat vehicle.  

The longer-term potential for RADA in non-military markets is in its infancy, but with each 

appearance of an unwelcome drone or UAV at oil facilities, airports or even a royal palace, the need 

for anti-drone defense becomes clearer.  

Further potential revenue ramp ahead 

RADA revenues grew 58% in 2019 and we expect a further 61% increase in 2020 driven by growth 

in mini tactical radars primarily for customers in the US and Israel, while the legacy avionics 

business is expected to remain stable. Successful execution of the current order book, a strong 

balance sheet and an operational US facility position RADA well for inclusion in US Army production 

programs. This should lead to a ramp in orders to equip brigades rather than the current smaller 

number of units.  
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Valuation 

We expect RADA’s underlying EPS to grow by 106% in 2021 vs 19.2% average growth for the peer 

group. In order to smooth the near-term distortions, we use RADA’s five-year (2020–24) compound 

average EPS growth rate of 32.1%. This growth still represents a premium of 67% versus the peer 

group. Using RADA’s 2021 P/E multiple divided by the five-year compound average EPS growth we 

derive a PEG of 0.88x, a significant discount of 44% to the peers’ PEG of 1.57x. A share price of 

$10 would suggest a more reasonable PEG of 1.2x, still a 25% discount to the peer group.  

Our DCF model implies a share price of $10 using a WACC of 7%. The assumptions used to 

support this are a CAGR in revenues (2020–24e) of 22.9% during our explicit forecast period and 

terminal growth of 2% pa. We also see cash flows being driven by margin expansion; in 2020 we 

forecast 10% EBITDA margins, however over the medium term we see upside to 18%. While US 

margins may be capped by inclusion in DoD serial production programs, there is margin upside for 

RADA in the rest of the world and in non-military applications.  

Company description 

Established in 1970 in Israel, RADA is a military technology company. Until 10 years ago it focused 

solely on avionics, providing recording, post-mission analysis as well as core avionics systems for 

integration in military aircraft and UASs. Avionics has limited growth potential and RADA locked on 

to the nascent, but growing niche of mini tactical radars. With combat experience, a successful 

track record and a recently operational US production facility, RADA is well positioned to become a 

key equipment supplier to production programs for the US DoD and to capitalize on other global 

growth opportunities. 

Tactical radar technology 

RADA manufactures compact hemispheric radars (CHRs) and multi-mission hemispheric radars 

(MHRs) for use on combat vehicles, short-range protection for maneuvering forces and critical 

infrastructure. The software-based systems enable bespoke solutions that can be integrated with 

any command, control, communications, computers and intelligence system (C4I), other radars and 

sensors. The key difference between the CHR and MHR are the antenna sizes, which determine 

the maximal detection ranges. The systems use pulse doppler technology, which enables automatic 

and precise interception of incoming threats.  

Exhibit 1: Typical CHR deployment Exhibit 2: Typical MHR deployment 

  

Source: RADA Electronic Industries Source: RADA Electronic Industries 

CHR sensors provide real-time target trajectory data to active protection systems (APS) that 

neutralize, where necessary, all threats (eg rocket propelled grenades and anti-tank guided 

missiles) to combat vehicles. CHR sensors detect, classify and track aerial threats such as drones 

and UASs, can be mobile or stationary and can be integrated with laser jammers and/or smoke 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sku_c2t7MwA&feature=youtu.be&list=PLR0I64bzIlE_f2JTBEkJdPwfn8-VLLTlJ
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detectors providing ‘soft kill’ solutions. RADA’s MHR suite is integrated into short-range air defense 

systems and Counter-Rocket, Artillery & Mortars (C-RAM) systems, detecting all aerial threats and 

computing the point of origin and point of impact of the C-RAM almost instantaneously.  

RADA continues to develop its product suite, delivering one next-generation upgrade this year with 

three more expected in 2021. New products are not expected to alter the gross margin outlook but 

ongoing innovation and investment is critical for future contract wins, e.g. participation in 

modernization programs such as mobile short-range air defense systems (M-SHORAD) for the US 

Army is assumed to require next-generation products.  

Inclusion in long-term production programs for the DoD (typically Programs of Record, PoR, or 

Other Transaction Authority, OTA) should provide RADA with recurring long-term revenues and 

there are likely to be economy of scale benefits. However, the DoD seldom allows suppliers to 

make excessive margins. Therefore, while we see EBITDA margin upside from current levels, the 

potential in the US for expansion above 15% is limited in our opinion. In the rest of the world and in 

non-military markets there is more margin upside potential as RADA and the integrators it works 

with will not be under the same constraints outside the US.  

Presence in Israel and the US 

RADA is following a path that is well trodden by Israeli defense companies, ie taking technology 

that is battle proven in Israel to the US and globally. Currently, RADA has over 190 employees in 

Israel, with approximately one-third in research and development and engineering. In the US facility 

RADA Technologies (RTL), which became fully operational in 2020, there are 35 employees.  

RTL adapts radars to US market requirements and provides infrastructure and support for US 

clients, and US customer orders are now satisfied from the RTL facility. Each of the Israeli and US 

manufacturing facilities has current capacity of approximately $100m worth of radar sales, while the 

company is in the process to double capacity at each site. Current year group sales are expected to 

be $72m and $107m in 2021 with approximately half from the US, therefore the capacity is 

sufficient for the near term.  

The US market is a key target 

The US represents 36% of the $1.8tn defense industry (Global Defense Budget Analysis – Forecast 

to 2028, Research and Markets) and as RADA’s foremost target market was the obvious location 

for RADA’s first international expansion. RADA’s US facility provides customer support, parts, 

maintenance and repair. Moreover, for RADA to be embedded in US military programs, the DoD 

has a strong preference for local production, maintenance and support. The local presence has 

also proved crucial for maintaining production and customer support during the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

The US Army Modernization Strategy (AMS) identified six priorities and a DoD funding requirement 

of $57.3bn from 2020–24 to achieve these targets. Two of these priorities are in RADA’s domain, 

next generation combat vehicles (NGCV) and air and missile defense (AMD), with total spending of 

over $24bn by 2024 on these programs.  

From urgent needs to serial production phase 

The nascent stage of market development coupled with the urgent need means that purchase 

orders to date have mostly been made via available contract vehicles. This allows the DoD to carry 

out certain prototype, research and production projects without a lengthy approval process. RADA’s 

orders for the USMC have been on an urgent need basis. RADA’s successful performance to date 

in supplying radars to the USMC Ground Based Air Defense (GBAD) program and the US Army 

interim short-range air defense (IM-SHORAD) Stryker program position it well for the transition to 

production programs, in the form of PoR and/or OTA. 
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A PoR is a directed, funded acquisition program that provides a new, improved or continuing 

materiel, weapon, information system or service capability in response to an approved need. Once 

a program is approved by the US DoD Future Year's Defense Program (FYDP) it becomes a ‘line 

item record’ in the budget. The FYPD is updated twice a year, once in August/September to reflect 

the armed services Program Objective Memorandum and Budget Estimate Submission and in the 

following January it will be included in the President’s budget to be presented to Congress. OTA 

has similar allocations in the budget, and uniquely can transition rapidly from requirements into 

orders. 

Government prime contractors bid on contracts directly from government agencies. After award, the 

prime contractor company is the entity that is legally responsible for all aspects of fulfilling the 

contract, interacting with the government customer, managing subcontractors, and meeting all 

program delivery requirements. RADA typically works with tier 2 integrators that in turn work with 

the larger prime contractors. 

There are two near-term serial production programs that can each last five years or more, for which 

RADA is competing, the USMC GBAD and IM-SHORAD Stryker programs. The timing of the 

transition to production is expected by the end of 2020. The financial implications are increased 

visibility of recurring revenues and economies of scale, while advance payments should ease 

working capital pressure. 

Revenue breakdown 

RADA does not provide revenue breakdown by line of business but has stated that the legacy 

avionics business had steady revenues of $10–12m in recent years. This business provides 

mission data and video recording, and post-mission analysis and debriefing for fighter and trainer 

aircrafts and core avionics for UAVs. Mini tactical radars first contributed to revenue in 2017 and 

have been instrumental in reversing the declining revenue trend and moving the company towards 

profitability.  

Exhibit 3: RADA revenue and EPS history 

 

Source: RADA Electronic Industries reports 

The US accounted for 50% of RADA revenues in 2019 and Israel 28%. These two markets are 

likely to continue to dominate the top line, but there remains great potential for RADA in most 

Western markets as well as India. Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) was the largest single customer 

in 2019 due to a surge in avionics orders. Rafael was the second largest customer and is a state-

owned Israeli defense company that acts as an integrator for RADA products. Lockheed Martin is a 

customer of the avionics division with initial sales of radars as well.  
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Exhibit 4: Revenue breakdown by geography Exhibit 5: Revenue breakdown by customer 

  

Source: RADA Electronic Industries data  Source: RADA Electronic Industries data  

Competitive advantages: First mover in tactical radars 

RADA commenced mini tactical radars R&D in 2010 and initial revenues were only recognized in 

2017. Winning contracts with clients such as the US Army, USMC and IDF in our view backs 

RADA’s claim to a superior price to performance ratio over rivals. 

◼ RADA’s claim to be a market leader in mini tactical radars is supported by the US Army’s recent 

inclusion of RADA systems in counter UAS systems. 

◼ RADA products for IM-SHORAD systems are battlefield proven in Israel and were instrumental 

in neutralizing an Iranian drone in the 2019 Strait of Hormuz incident (see page 9). 

◼ RADA has a track record of successful execution of contracts with major customers including 

the USMC, US Army and US Air Force, among others, following lengthy and competitive testing 

processes. 

◼ The Iron Fist APS system, which includes RADA radars, is significantly lighter than competitor 

systems, which is especially relevant with regards to older combat vehicles where additional 

weight is a serious consideration. 

◼ RADA’s integration in many best-of-breed solutions increases the chances of commercial 

success and reduces its reliance on a single channel. 

Total addressable market of $5bn 

RADA estimates its total addressable market to be worth $5bn, encompassing upgrades to the 

installed base of armored fighting vehicles as well as next-generation fleets. The market can be 

divided into APS and short-range air defense (SHORAD). The APS market is estimated by RADA at 

$3bn, while the SHORAD market is estimated at $2bn. Both of these markets are split evenly 

between the US and the rest of the world. For the first half of this decade we expect RADA 

revenues to be dominated by SHORAD, with APS taking over the lead in the second half of the 

decade. 

Sales strategy: ‘RADA inside’ 

RADA’s go-to-market strategy is similar to the familiar ‘Intel Inside’ strategy, ie to sell via integrators 

as part of a best-of-breed open architecture solution, in RADA’s case, as a sub-contractor to any 

relevant weapon system. RADA’s ultimate strategic goal is to be part of large DoD programs. The 

move to production phase should lead to a significant ramp in orders to equip brigades rather than 

a small number of units, which has been the majority of cases for RADA so far. 

Initial sales are often direct to a military customer for testing and then the customer will direct RADA 

to work with an integrator that is coordinating a total solution. The sales cycle is typically four 
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quarters. Once RADA products are in serial production, it is common for end customers to look for 

integrators that adopt RADA products as part of a best-of-breed solution. RADA works with several 

integrators, as shown in the table below. This allows RADA to be involved in numerous projects 

without risking all on one system. 

Exhibit 6: RADA products are integrated into multiple defense systems 

Product System Integrator Customer 

APS Iron Fist Elbit Systems US Army, IDF 

SHORAD LMADIS Not assigned yet USMC 

SHORAD Drone-Dome Rafael Various global forces 

SHORAD X-MADIS Ascent Vision US military forces 

Source: RADA Electronic Industries data 

Bottom-up sense check 

RADA is a relatively small piece in a much larger defense system and has a small but important 

role in several multi-billion-dollar military modernization programs. While understanding that these 

programs are large and of high priority is important, we are not able to derive the revenue 

opportunity for RADA from a top-down perspective due to insufficient disclosure from either the 

client or prime contractor.    

RADA’s growth prospects derive from gaining market share in this critical market. Due to the 

sensitive nature of the business, disclosure on contract details is low; we base our near-term 

forecasts on prudent assumptions. We know that RADA is currently supplying the US Army, the 

USMC and the IDF (among others) with its products and has contracts that are either ongoing or 

due to commence within the next two years. This revenue breakdown provides a sense-check for 

our forecasts but comes with a number of caveats and assumptions: 

◼ These contracts feed into our medium-term forecasts along with assumptions for other 

geographies and contracts. 

◼ Phase 2 contracts are contingent on successful execution of Phase 1; given RADA’s track 

record to date we believe it is reasonable to assume continued success. 

◼ The model does not assume RADA is involved serial production, ie the USMC GBAD contract 

could move to serial production, or it could continue in its current form using the OTA vehicle or 

it could cease altogether.  

◼ It is still too early to have a high degree of certainty in RADA’s involvement in the Stryker APS 

program. 

◼ The model below does not include any new business in the rest of the world, for NGCV or non-

military opportunities. 

Exhibit 7: Bottom-up revenue outlook 

US$m Sector 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 Contract size US$m 

USMC GBAD SHORAD 5 10 10 10 6 41 

Various C-UAS US Customers SHORAD 10 14 20 30 40 114 

Stryker SHORAD Phase 1 SHORAD 8 30 22 
  

60 

Stryker SHORAD Phase 2  SHORAD 
  

30 30 30 90 

RoW SHORAD SHORAD 25 30 40 60 70 225 

Bradley APS Phase 1 APS 
  

20 
  

20 

Bradley APS Phase 2 APS 
   

20 20 40 

Stryker APS APS 
  

10 20 20 50 

Eitan APS (Israel) APS 
  

5 10 20 35 

RoW APS APS 
   

20 40 60 

Other Israel C-RAM 10 10 10 10 10 50 

Avionics 
 

13 12 10 10 10 55 

Total 
 

71 106 177 220 266 
 

Actual revenue forecast 
 

71.6 107.4 
    

Source: Company data, Edison Investment Research 
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While timetables may slip due to COVID-19 (see page 13) by a few months, the Congressional 

Research paper published in February 2020 estimated the first unit equipped dates for the IM-

SHORAD US Army programs that RADA is competing in. Given the delays to the Bradley APS 

Phase II testing, the near term is likely to be dominated by SHORAD.  

Key shareholders 

RADA’s largest single shareholder is DBSI Investments (15.7%), an investment vehicle controlled 

by RADA Chairman Yossi Ben Shalom and Barak Dotan that has holdings in 16 Israeli companies. 

DBSI first became a shareholder in 2016 with a $4m investment and provided RADA with a 

convertible loan to repay debt from the previous principal shareholder. Since 2016 DBSI has 

participated in subsequent secondary offerings.  

Funds from recent secondary offerings in 2017 (raising $9.7m net), 2018 (raising $12.3m net) and 

2020 ($23.5m net) have provided the capital for RADA to increase capital expenditure on 

manufacturing facilities in the US, research and development and working capital in its expansion in 

tactical radars. 

RADA has been listed on Nasdaq since January 1985 and the average three-month daily volume is 

323,068 shares or $2.5m per day at the current share price.  

Management 

Dov (Dubi) Sella – chief executive officer: Mr Sella joined RADA in January 2003, serving as 

COO from 2003–07, then as chief development officer until 2016 and since then as CEO. Having 

served as a fighter aircraft navigator in the Israeli Air Force, Mr Sella served as director of avionics 

engineering and business development at Elbit Systems from 1982–87. Mr Sella has a BSc degree 

(cum laude) in computer engineering from the Technion in Israel. 

Avi Israel – chief financial officer: Mr Israel joined RADA in 2017 as its chief financial officer. Prior 

to that he worked at Maman Group as its CFO as well as the CEO of Maman subsidiary 

Logisticare. Mr Israel has many years of experience in the IT and telecoms industries in both 

private and publicly traded companies. He holds a BA degree in accounting and economics as well 

as an MBA, both from Bar-Ilan University, and is a certified public accountant. 

Yossi Ben Shalom – executive chairman: Mr Ben Shalom is co-founder of the DBSI Investment 

Company and is active chairman of a number of public and private Israeli companies. He was 

formerly chairman of Pointer Telocation, CEO of Tadiran and was an active director of numerous 

boards including Nice Systems and M-Systems, among others. Mr Ben Shalom holds a BA in 

economics and an MA in business management from Tel Aviv University. 

Locked-on to tactical radars 

Abundance of use cases 

Within this report we focus on RADA’s potential with US and other military programs for APS and 

SHORAD systems. These programs are either in the phases of testing or procurement and are 

therefore quantifiable and our near-term forecasts reflect these opportunities. Additionally, the focus 

on the US armed forces is instructive as they are often first adopters of new technologies, with 

other militaries following their lead, especially given that the same models of many combat vehicles 

have been supplied to the US Army and its allies over several decades. 

Aside from the opportunity to equip tens of thousands of combat vehicles globally, the potential for 

RADA’s radars includes military bases, perimeter security, hot borders, critical infrastructure and 
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heads of states’ defense. While longer-term potential use cases for RADA’s products are abundant, 

most are too early to include in our near-term forecasts but provide comfort regarding the longer-

term growth potential of the company. 

Clear and present danger 

As recently as July 2020 Iran held large-scale military drills in the Persian Gulf using drones among 

other weapons in a simulated attack on a replica US aircraft carrier. According to the Iranian 

Revolutionary Guard’s news portal Sepah News, ‘several regiments from IRGC’s navy and 

aerospace divisions are participating in the high-profile military exercise, featuring missiles, vessels, 

drones, and radars.’ With enemies of the US using drones in military drills, drone defense systems 

are a natural priority. 

The incident caused two nearby US military bases to be put on alert according to news reports. 

With little sophisticated anti drone/UAS defense systems, military bases are another potential 

market for RADA’s products. The US military has around 5,000 bases with around 600 outside of 

the US (source: The Pentagon’s New Generation of Secret Military bases, David Vine, 2012). Each 

base alone has the potential for using multiple systems.  

USS Boxer incident 

The threat posed by drones to US military assets was also highlighted by the July 2019 incident in 

the Straits of Hormuz where an Iranian drone (according to US officials) approached within 1,000 

feet of the USS Boxer (see news report). The drone was brought down by electronic jamming 

measures using RADA radars that were integrated into the anti-drone light marine air defense 

system (LMADIS) aboard the USS Boxer that was mounted on a dune buggy as shown below. This 

combat experience has proved beneficial for RADA when competing in subsequent tenders. 

Exhibit 8: RADA in action 

 

Source: RADA Electronic Industries 

Hot borders 

RADA’s radars are currently providing the ‘red alert’ system against mortars and rockets around the 

Gaza strip. In addition to short-range rockets and mortars targeting Israeli settlements, Israel has a 

long history of enemy drone infiltrations, the latest of which was in July 2020 whereby a drone from 

Lebanon flew into Israeli territory. The IDF said the drone ‘was neutralized using advanced 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6h7olKdYZY
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technology.’ There have been other drone incidents across volatile borders such as North and 

South Korea, and India and Pakistan.  

Non-military growth opportunities 

The longer-term potential for RADA in non-military markets is in its infancy but with each 

appearance of an unwelcome drone or UAV at an oil facility, airport or even a royal palace, the 

need for anti-drone defense becomes clearer. Unlike most potential competitors in commercial 

markets, RADA’s products are military grade and combat proven, which could be a distinct 

advantage. 

Critical infrastructure 

The September 2019 drone attack that caused suspension for a few days of over half of Saudi 

Arabia’s oil production illustrated the need for protection of critical infrastructure against drones and 

cruise missile attacks. Such facilities may use defense systems such as patriot missiles, which 

have excellent range but are less effective against drones, and UASs that fly close to the surface.  

The UK’s Gatwick airport was closed intermittently for three days in December 2018 following the 

sighting of a drone near a runway causing hundreds of flight disruptions and millions of dollars of 

losses for airlines. Other airports have also been disrupted in recent years including Newark, 

Heathrow and Frankfurt. With 17,678 commercial airports in the world (according to Airports 

Council International), the potential is clear. 

Modernising the US Army 

In 2017, the US Army outlined its AMS to the US Congress, designed to maintain the US position 

as the globally dominant land power, ‘Ready to conduct Multi-Domain Operations across an array of 

scenarios in multiple theatres by 2035’ (US Army, 2019 Army Modernization Strategy: Investing in 

the Future). The Army identified six modernization priorities and funding requirement of $57.3bn 

from 2020–24 to achieve these targets. 

Two of these priorities are in RADA’s domain, NGCV (with APS) and AMD (with emphasis on 

SHORAD and C-UAS), with total spending of over $24bn by 2024 on these programs. It is 

important to note that these programs are for the US Army alone and the military opportunity set for 

RADA also encompasses the USMC and other militaries, predominantly Western, around the world. 

RADA’s positioning 

RADA’s entrenched market position was confirmed in July 2020 with the US Army announcement 

that RADA’s radars have been selected to be incorporated in the C-sUAS interim solutions such as 

the LMADIS along with other fixed solutions. RADA’s CEO Dov Sella commented that the US Army 

considered not just existing technologies but also ‘new and emerging technologies currently in 

development.’ This speaks to the next generation of products RADA is developing that are 

positioned for the US Army M-SHORAD, which will replace IM-SHORAD. 

Active protection systems 

APSs were first used by the IDF during Operation Protective Edge in 2014 in Gaza. The IDF 

recognized the need for combat vehicle protection against incoming hostile fire in heavily built up 

areas. Subsequently, RADA’s radars, integrated with the IMI/Elbit Systems Iron Fist APS was 

selected by the IDF for the Eitan AFV. The Trophy APS System deployed by the IDF on the 

Merkava Mark 3 and 4 tanks was that of Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, also an Israeli 

company and the chief competitor to the Iron Fist APS. This combat experience gave both Israeli 

consortia an edge over rivals when competing for contracts internationally, primarily in the US. 
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First phase of APS for Bradley successful 

In 2017 the US army initiated testing on three separate APS systems for three combat vehicles: the 

Trophy system (Rafael) for the Abrams M1A2 and Marine Corps M1A1 tanks, the Artis Iron Curtain 

APS for the Stryker fleet of vehicles and the Iron Fist – Light Decoupled APS (with RADA inside) for 

the Bradley family of vehicles.  

The US Army completed Phase 1 Iron Fist APS testing on the Bradley in 2018 assessing 

technological maturity, performance and integration. In late 2018, the US Army decided to move 

ahead to Phase II testing (ie supporting urgent material release facilitating procurement) currently 

scheduled for full year 2021 (delayed from 2020 due to budget cuts) with first production likely to be 

in Q421 or 2022.  

The US Army has stated that: ‘Army units intend to use Bradley vehicles equipped with Iron Fist 

APS to provide protected transport of soldiers, to provide over-watching fires to support dismounted 

infantry and suppress an enemy, and to disrupt/destroy enemy military forces and control land 

areas.’ The initial commitment is to deploy Iron Fist on one battalion of the Bradley, 155 vehicles, 

approximately 650 radar units estimated at a $20m opportunity for RADA commencing in Q421 and 

completed in 2023. Equipping the first battalion successfully may lead to Iron Fist deployment on 

other Bradly battalions. 

Successful execution of the first Bradley battalion during 2022 may also give the Iron Fist system 

containing RADA products an advantage in becoming the APS of choice for the US Army fleet of 

Strykers. We expect to hear about further progress on testing for the Stryker in 2021. The first 

phase could be 1,200 units on approximately 300 vehicles, an opportunity for RADA estimated at 

$60m. So far, the US Army has tested three different systems including the Iron Fist, Trophy and 

the Advanced Modular Armor Protection – Active Defense System by UBT/Rheinmetall. None of the 

systems demonstrated performance and systems ‘maturity’. Successful deployment on the Bradley 

as well as Iron Fist’s weight advantage could prove critical in winning the Stryker program. 

Advance protection system in Israel 

In August 2019, the Iron Fist APS system won a tender with the IDF to equip the next-generation 

Eitan Armoured Fighting Vehicle and D-9 Bulldozer. RADA is to supply radars for a few hundred 

vehicles with initial revenues in 2022 of approximately $5m. 

The opportunity in context 

The APS market is only just emerging and to highlight this it is worth considering that the US Army 

is looking to initially deploy the Iron Fist system in one battalion of Bradleys, which would represent 

155 vehicles out of a total of 6,724 or just 2% of the inventory. While some versions of the Bradley 

cannot handle the additional APS weight, it should be noted that there are many other Bradleys in 

service in the US Marines as well as the rest of the world.  

Similarly, the first phase of the Stryker program is approximately 300 vehicles, an opportunity of 

more than $60m and yet only 14% of the US Army fleet, again not including the other US forces or 

rest of the world opportunities. The market is nascent and successful execution of these early 

projects should secure RADA’s position as vendor of choice in a best-of-breed solution for many 

years to come. 

Exhibit 9: US Army combat vehicle inventory 

Combat vehicle Entered service US Army inventory 

Abrams (M1, M1A1) 1980 8,068 

Bradley (M2, M3) 1981 6,724 

Stryker 2001 2,112 

Source: US Army 
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Next-generation opportunities 

The Bradley and Abrams have been in service for around 40 years and are reaching their technical 

limits (source: Congressional Research Service July 2020). The AMS calls for an optionally manned 

fighting vehicle (OMFV) to replace the Bradley, the Decisive Lethality Platform to replace the M-1 

Abrams as well as three other combat vehicles. In previous attempts to proceed with a replacement 

of the Bradley, APS was included in the prototype specifications.  

In April 2020, the US Army released new OMFV guidelines including a plan to ‘reduce foreign 

barriers to competition’ and ‘identify a pathway to integrate relevant but immature technologies’. 

RADA’s US presence and next-generation technologies under development (as recognized by the 

US Army announcement of July 2020) appear to position the company well for the OMFV process. 

The US Army has accelerated the timetable and now plans to award the first contract for prototypes 

in the fourth quarter of 2021, with a second in 2023 followed by the award a single production 

contract in 2027 with the first unit equipped in Q228. The program budget is estimated to be $45bn 

(source: Congressional Research Service July 2020).  

Other countries are also planning next-generation combat vehicles that will likely include APS and 

RADA has a high chance of involvement, eg the Eitan AFV in Israel (already confirmed), Australia, 

UK, Canada, Holland and Germany among others.  

Short-range air defense systems 

The roots of today’s healthy SHORAD market can be traced back to Russia’s annexation of Crimea 

in 2014 and the need for an upgrade to air defenses was highlighted by German Army Brig Gen 

Markus Laubenthal, who stated in Defense News that ‘Germany and the US have a credibility gap 

when it comes to the SHORAD portfolio…so between the assault rifle and the Patriot there is not 

enough between to tackle short-range air defense challenges’. The identification of the gap in 

SHORAD defenses prompted the US Army to build an IM-SHORAD solution.  

An early mover 

RADA was an early mover in the mini tactical radar market and its products have been integrated in 

the LMADIS for the USMC since 2017. As previously noted (page 9), the LMADIS was involved in 

the USS Boxer incident in July 2019. This combat experience has supported RADA to be one of the 

leading radar suppliers in the SHORAD market. To date, RADA has delivered approximately 50 

systems to the USMC as part of the LMADIS system and there is potential for repeat orders of 400 

or more radars over the next two to three years.  

RADA’s MHR system integrated with Leonardo DRS’s mission equipment package was selected to 

be part of the US Army’s IM-SHORAD installed on a Stryker vehicle. RADA has so far delivered 10 

prototypes and is expected to produce radars for 144 vehicles over the next two years. The total 

size of this contract could reach 600 units, an estimated opportunity of $60m over the next three 

years. First production orders are expected by the company during the remainder of 2020. 

IM-SHORAD to become M-SHORAD 

Forming a key part of the US AMS is the air and missile defense vision that sees IM-SHORAD 

becoming M-SHORAD by 2028, as detailed in the US Army Air and Missile Defense 2028 report. 

Noting that today’s maneuver formations have limited ability to detect and engage aerial threats, 

forces are at risk of continuous surveillance and aerial attacks by UASs (source: Army and Missile 

Defense 2028, US Army). The M-SHORAD system on the Stryker will address these issues with 

new capabilities including the integration of laser technology and the new indirect fire protection 

capability (IFPC), which uses a kinetic missile interceptor among other technologies to provide 
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multi-threat defense capabilities against cruise missiles, UAS Groups 2 and 3 and surface-to-air 

missiles. 

RADA’s new products under development are designed with M-SHORAD in mind.  

Avionics  

Core Avionics is RADA’s legacy business. It is stable and cash generative with turnover of $10–12m 

pa. This business provides mission data and video recording and post-mission analysis and 

debriefing for fighter and trainer aircrafts, along with core avionics for UAVs and helicopters. Over 

the past 25 years RADA has developed, fielded and supported a wide range of solid-state digital 

recorders, cameras and debriefing systems for aerospace and military applications. RADA has also 

been a developer and manufacturer of core avionics systems for over 35 years, offering a wide 

spectrum of military avionics systems designed for integration in new and upgraded military aircraft 

and UAVs worldwide. Key customers include the Israeli Air Force, Lockheed Martin, Israel 

Aerospace Industries (IAI), Boeing and Embraer, among others. Units are installed onboard the 

world’s most popular fighter jets including the F-16 and F-15, ensuring stable and repeat business. 

Sensitivities 

◼ COVID-19 disruption: RADA has noted a potential slowing in the sales cycle from a year to 

five to six quarters, however the evidence suggests there is little meaningful disruption 

considering $49m of new orders in H120 compared to $31m in the same period in 2019. 

◼ Competitive pressure: While RADA is currently a leading player in a niche segment, many 

potential competitors are much larger and with deeper resources. While there is no guarantee 

that RADA will maintain its technological lead, RADA is investing in the development of next-

generation radars to maintain its lead. 

◼ Defense spending: The combination of a less hawkish administration in the US following the 

November election and COVID-19 related pressures could constrain defense spending in the 

US. RADA’s markets are deemed priorities and as such are likely to remain broadly unaffected. 

Indeed, if the US defense budget shrinks there could be more of a focus on modernization 

programs. 

◼ Execution risk: RADA’s ability to win recurring orders and inclusion in PoRs is contingent on 

successful execution of the current order backlog. To date, RADA’s ability to win recurring 

orders demonstrates its execution capabilities. 

Competitive threats 

While RADA retains first-mover advantage and claims price-to-performance advantages over rivals, 

there is no guarantee that RADA will maintain its position as a leading player. Much depends on 

continued product development, and RADA is in the advanced stages of next-generation tactical 

radars that aim to address future challenges at an affordable price-to-performance ratio. RADA 

continues to develop its product suite delivering one next-generation upgrade this year with three 

more expected over the next 12 months. New products are not expected to alter the gross margin 

outlook but are key to remaining a leading player and participating in future modernization 

programs such as M-SHORAD for the US Army (see page 12). 

Due to continued consolidation in the defense sector, competition is likely to emanate from smaller 

emerging players rather than the large Tier 1 contractors such as Raytheon, Lockheed Martin etc; 

the market is currently too small to attract them. However, it should be noted that RADA’s key 
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competitors are larger than it and can benefit from economies of scale and potentially can be more 

price competitive and use greater financial resources to cut RADA’s technological lead. 

The major competitor for mini tactical radars is ELTA, a subsidiary of Israeli government controlled 

IAI. Historically ELTA had a monopoly on all radars in Israel and today ELTA produces a wide range 

of radars, while RADA is focused on the mini tactical radar segment of the market. The ELTA 

WindGuard system was deployed by the IDF on the Merkava and Namer armored fighting vehicles. 

The combat proven WindGuard was awarded a contract by Leonardo DRS as part of the Rafael 

Trophy APS system for the Abrams MBT. 

SRC in the US is another competitor. It is a non-profit organization. 

Valuation 

RADA’s growth has been accompanied by an impressive 5.2x gain for shareholders since January 

2017. We expect underlying EPS to grow by 106% in 2021 versus 19.2% average growth for the 

peer group. However, we use RADA’s five-year (2020–24) compound average EPS growth rate, 

32.1%, to smooth the near-term distortion. 

Exhibit 10: RADA versus the peer group  

 Ticker 
Price 
(US$) 

EPS 2020e 
($) 

EPS 2021e 
($) 

2020e P/E 
(X) 

2021e P/E 
(x) 

2021 EPS 
growth (%) 

PEG ratio 
(x) 

L3 Harris LHX 181 11.42 12.85 15.8 14.1 12.5 1.12 

Teledyne Technologies TDY 320 9.72 11.08 32.9 28.9 14.0 2.06 

Mercury Systems MRCY 77 2.29 2.61 33.6 29.5 14.0 2.11 

Cubic CUB 46 2.54 3.3 18.1 13.9 29.9 0.47 

Kratos Defense and Security KTOS 19 0.4 0.5 51.1 37.3 36.8 1.01 

AeroVironment AVAV 81 1.9 2.2 43.1 37.5 14.9 2.52 

Aerojet Rocketdyne AJRD 42.5 1.8 2.02 23.6 21.0 12.2 1.72 

Average 
    

31.2 26.0 19.2 1.57 

RADA 
 

7.26 
  

58.4 28.3 32.1 0.88 

Premium/(discount) 
      

67.4% -44.1% 

Source: Edison Investment Research, Refinitiv. Note: Prices as at 18 August 2020.  

This growth represents a premium of 67% versus the peer group, however the PEG (using 2021e 

P/E divided by the five-year compound average EPS growth of 32.1%) is just 0.88x, a discount of 

44% In our view, a PEG of 1.2x or $10 per share would better reflect the 32.1% CAGR in EPS from 

2020–24e.  

Our DCF model implies a share price of $10 using a WACC of 7%. The assumptions used to 

support this are CAGR in revenues (2020–24e) of 22.9% during our explicit forecast period and 

terminal growth of 2% pa. We also see cash flows being driven by margin expansion; in 2020 we 

forecast 10% EBITDA margins, however over the medium term we see upside to 18%. While US 

margins may be capped by inclusion in DoD serial production programs, there is margin upside for 

RADA in the rest of the world and in non-military applications.  

Exhibit 11: DCF sensitivity table ($/share) 

Terminal growth 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 

0% 9.01 7.60 6.55 5.74 5.10 4.58 

1% 10.48 8.60 7.27 6.27 5.51 4.90 

2% 12.69 10.00 8.22 6.95 6.01 5.28 

3% 16.38 12.11 9.55 7.86 6.66 5.76 

Source: Edison Investment Research 
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Financials 

Revenues reverse course 

The initial contribution from mini tactical radars in 2017 reversed the declining revenue trend in the 

years 2014–16 inclusive. Revenues in the avionics business have stabilized in the range of $10–

12m pa. RADA does not provide a revenue breakdown by line of business so assuming avionics 

contributed $11m in 2019, tactical radar revenues increased to approximately $33m in just two 

years from inception (predominantly the USMC GBAD and IDF contracts). The steady, upward 

climb in quarterly revenues, a 10% CAGR per quarter Q118–Q220, has moved RADA from 

operating losses to operating profitability in 2020. 

Exhibit 12: FY revenue and EPS Exhibit 13: Quarterly revenue and operating profit  

  

Source: RADA Electronic Industries data Source: RADA Electronic Industries data, 

2020 guidance upped with Q2 results 

On 12 August 2020, RADA released Q2 results and increased revenue guidance for the year to 

‘over $70m’ from $65m. Revenues reached $17.5m in the quarter, growth of 75% year-on-year. 

First half revenues of $32.8m imply accelerating growth in the second half of the year to reach the 

new guidance. With the majority of the $49m new orders announced during the first half of 2020 to 

be delivered by the end of 2020, we believe that the new revenue guidance is achievable. 

Adjusted EBITDA margins expanded to 10% in Q2 from 5.7% in Q1 as operating expenses grew 

just 4.7% sequentially, while revenue rose 16.2% quarter-on-quarter.   

Cash flow to turn positive 

Net cash was $29.5m at the end of the second quarter, a decline from the $32.6m level at the end 

of the first quarter. Part of the reason for the decline in cash was due to a strategic decision to build 

inventory as a buffer in case of supply disruption; inventories rose to $26.5m in the second quarter 

from $20m the preceding quarter. As the inventory buffer is utilized towards the end of 2020 and 

into 2021 cash conversion will improve. 

The construction of RADA’s US facility in Maryland was completed in 2019 following an investment 

of approximately $5m in 2018–19. With sales capacity of $100m in each of the US and Israeli 

plants and expected sales in 2021 of $100m, we are not expecting any major capex projects in the 

near future in excess of the current run rate of approximately $4m pa. If the US facility needs to be 

expanded, then the capex burden would be relatively light according to the company, ie $2m capex 

to sales capacity of approximately $100m. RADA may open local facilities in other countries at 

some stage. 

Inclusion in serial production programs are likely to have a neutral impact on working capital 

requirements due to higher advance payments. 
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Exhibit 14: Net cash and operating cash flow (2017–21e) 

 

Source: RADA Electronic Industries data, Edison Investment Research 

2021 and medium-term outlook 

For 2021 we expect continued strong revenue growth to $107.4m, based on the contracts detailed 

in Exhibit 7. Underlying EPS growth is anticipated to more than double in 2021 to $0.26. With gross 

margins forecast to remain stable at 36%, the jump in earnings is due to the operating leverage as 

EBITDA margins expand to 13% from 10%. 

Looking further ahead, serial production for the DoD should provide RADA with recurring long-term 

revenues and there are likely to be economies of scale benefits. However, the DoD seldom allows 

suppliers to make excessive margins; rather, cost savings are often shared above a certain level. 

Therefore, while we see EBITDA margin upside from current levels of 10%, the potential in the US 

for expansion above 15% is limited in our opinion. In the rest of the world and in non-military 

markets there is more margin upside potential as RADA and the integrators it works with will not be 

under the same constraints.  
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Exhibit 15: Financial summary 

  $m 2018 2019 2020e 2021e 

Year end 31 December  
  

US GAAP US GAAP US GAAP US GAAP 

PROFIT & LOSS  
      

Revenue     28.0 44.3 71.6 107.4 

Cost of Sales 
  

(17.8) (28.4) (45.8) (68.8) 

Gross Profit 
  

10.2 15.9 25.7 38.6 

EBITDA     1.8 0.3 7.4 13.4 

Operating Profit (before amort. and except.)     1.0 (1.0) 4.9 10.7 

Intangible Amortization 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Exceptionals 
  

(0.9) (1.1) (2.1) (2.4) 

Other 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Operating Profit 
  

0.1 (2.1) 2.9 8.3 

Net Interest 
  

0.1 (0.1) 0.5 0.5 

Profit Before Tax (norm)     1.1 (1.1) 5.4 11.2 

Profit Before Tax (US GAAP)     0.2 (2.2) 3.3 8.8 

Tax 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Profit After Tax (norm) 
  

1.1 (1.1) 5.4 11.2 

Profit After Tax (US GAAP) 
  

0.2 (2.2) 3.3 8.8        

Average Number of Shares Outstanding (m) 
  

33.2 38.1 43.4 43.5 

EPS (c)     4.41 (2.01) 12.44 25.65 

EPS - normalized fully diluted (c)     4.34 (1.97) 12.19 25.13 

EPS - (US GAAP) (c)     1.71 (5.02) 7.69 20.13 

Dividend per share (c) 
  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00        

Gross Margin (%) 
  

36.4 36.0 36.0 36.0 

EBITDA Margin (%) 
  

6.3 0.8 10.4 12.5 

Operating Margin (before GW and except.) (%) 
  

3.4 -2.2 6.9 10.0        

BALANCE SHEET 
      

Fixed Assets     4.6 16.8 18.6 20.4 

Intangible Assets 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tangible Assets 
  

4.6 9.1 10.9 12.7 

Right of use asset 
  

0.0 7.7 7.7 7.7 

Investments 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Current Assets     48.1 46.6 75.2 90.0 

Stocks 
  

11.2 17.2 28.6 32.2 

Debtors 
  

13.6 13.5 19.0 25.4 

Cash 
  

21.2 14.1 25.5 29.7 

Other 
  

2.1 1.8 2.1 2.7 

Current Liabilities     (10.2) (13.4) (15.0) (20.5) 

Creditors 
  

(10.2) (13.4) (15.0) (20.5) 

Short term borrowings 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Long Term Liabilities     (0.7) (8.5) (8.5) (8.5) 

Long term borrowings 
  

0.0 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 

Lease liabilities 
  

0.0 (7.7) (7.7) (7.7) 

Other long term liabilities 
  

(0.7) (0.8) (0.8) (0.8) 

Net Assets     41.9 41.4 70.3 81.4        

CASH FLOW 
      

Operating Cash Flow     (3.7) (3.6) (7.7) 8.3 

Net Interest  
  

(0.2) 0.1 (0.1) 0.5 

Tax 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Capex 
  

(0.9) (4.1) (4.3) (4.5) 

Acquisitions/disposals 
  

0.0 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 

Financing 
  

13.1 1.5 23.5 0.0 

Dividends 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Other 
  

0.2 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 

Net Cash Flow 
  

8.5 (7.1) 11.3 4.2 

Opening net debt/(cash)     (12.7) (21.2) (14.1) (25.5) 

HP finance leases initiated 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Other 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.0) 

Closing net debt/(cash)     (21.2) (14.1) (25.5) (29.7) 

Source: Company data, Edison Investment Research  
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Contact details Revenue by geography 2019 

7 Giborei Israel Boulevard, 
PO Box 868 
Netanya - 4250407 
Israel 
+972 9 892 1111 
www.rada.com  

 
 

Management team  

CEO: Dov ‘Dubi’ Sella CFO: Avi Israel 

Mr Sella joined RADA in January 2003, serving as COO from 2003–07, then as 
chief development officer until 2016 and since then as CEO. Having served as a 
fighter aircraft navigator in the Israeli Air Force, he served as director of avionics 
engineering and business development at Elbit Systems from 1982–87. Mr Sella 

has a BSc degree (cum laude) in computer engineering from the Technion in 
Israel. 

Mr Israel joined RADA in 2017 as its chief financial officer. Prior to that he 
worked at Maman Group as its CFO as well as the CEO of Maman subsidiary 
Logisticare. He has many years of experience in the IT and telecoms industries 
in both private and publicly traded companies. Mr Israel a BA degree in 
accounting and economics as well as an MBA, both from Bar-Ilan University, and 
is a certified public accountant. 

Executive Chairman: Yossi Ben Shalom  

Mr Ben Shalom is co-founder of the DBSI Investment Company and is active 
chairman of a number of public and private Israeli companies. He was formerly 
chairman of Pointer Telocation, CEO of Tadiran and was an active director of 
numerous boards including Nice Systems and M-Systems among others. Mr Ben 
Shalom holds a BA in economics and an MA in business management from Tel 
Aviv University. 

 

 

Principal shareholders (%) 

DBSI Investments 15.7% 

The Phoenix Group 6.9% 

Yelin Lapidot Holdings 5.2% 

Psagot Investment House 5.0% 
 

 

Note: Based on 13G/A filing 10 February 2020 
 

50% 28% 14% 6%2%%

North America Israel Europe Asia Americas
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General disclaimer and copyright  

This report has been commissioned by RADA Electronic Industries and prepared and issued by Edison, in consideration of a fee payable by RADA Electronic Industries. Edison Investment Research standard fees are 

£49,500 pa for the production and broad dissemination of a detailed note (Outlook) following by regular (typically quarterly)  update notes. Fees are paid upfront in cash without recourse. Edison may seek additional fees for 

the provision of roadshows and related IR services for the client but does not get remunerated for any investment banking services. We never take payment in stock, options or warrants for any of our services. 

Accuracy of content: All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of 

this report and have not sought for this information to be independently verified. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Edison at the time of publication. Forward-looking information 

or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 

factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations.  

Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Edison shall not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits, damages, costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in 

connection with the access to, use of or reliance on any information contained on this note. 

No personalised advice: The information that we provide should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as, personalised adv ice. Also, the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or 

prospective subscriber as Edison’s solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. The securities described in the report may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 

investors. 

Investment in securities mentioned: Edison has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing and conflicts of interest. Edison Group does not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any 

positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees and contractors of Edison may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report, subject to 

Edison's policies on personal dealing and conflicts of interest. 

Copyright: Copyright 2020 Edison Investment Research Limited (Edison).  

 

Australia 

Edison Investment Research Pty Ltd (Edison AU) is the Australian subsidiary of Edison. Edison AU is a Corporate Authorised Representative (1252501) of Crown Wealth Group Pty Ltd who holds an Australian Financial 

Services Licence (Number: 494274). This research is issued in Australia by Edison AU and any access to it, is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 of Australia. Any advice 

given by Edison AU is general advice only and does not take into account your personal circumstances, needs or objectives. You should, before acting on this advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having 

regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. If our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition, of a particular financial product you should read any relevant Product Disclosure Statement or like 

instrument.  

 

New Zealand  

The research in this document is intended for New Zealand resident professional financial advisers or brokers (for use in their roles as financial advisers or brokers) and habitual investors who are “wholesale clients” for the 

purpose of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) (as described in sections 5(c) (1)(a), (b) and (c) of the FAA). This is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned or in the 

topic of this document. For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in 

relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is 

intended only as a “class service” provided by Edison within the meaning of the FAA (i.e. without taking into account the par ticular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making 

an investment decision. 

 

United Kingdom 

This document is prepared and provided by Edison for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or sol icitation for investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A 

marketing communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any 

prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

This Communication is being distributed in the United Kingdom and is directed only at (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments, i.e. investment professionals within the meaning of Article 

19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the "FPO") (ii) high net-worth companies, unincorporated associations or other bodies within the meaning of Article 49 

of the FPO and (iii) persons to whom it is otherwise lawful to distribute it. The investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to such persons. It is not intended that this document be 

distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and in any event and under no circumstances should persons of any other description rely on or act upon the contents of this document.  

This Communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced by, further distributed to or published in whole or in part by, any other person. 

 

United States  

Edison relies upon the "publishers' exclusion" from the definition of investment adviser under Section 202(a)(11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and corresponding state securities laws. This report is a bona fide 

publication of general and regular circulation offering impersonal investment-related advice, not tailored to a specific investment portfolio or the needs of current and/or prospective subscribers. As such, Edison does not 

offer or provide personal advice and the research provided is for informational purposes only. No mention of a particular securi ty in this report constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that or any security, or that 

any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. 
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